Discrimination of spatial phase: The roles of luminance distribution and attention.
We can easily discriminate certain phase relations in spatial patterns but not others. Phase perception has been found different in the fovea vs. periphery, and for single patterns vs. textures. Different numbers of mechanisms have been proposed to account for the regularities of phase perception. In this study, I attempt to better understand the mechanisms behind discrimination of spatial phase. In order to reveal the role of luminance cues, I use histogram matching of patterns with different phases. Possible effects of attention were studied using visual search experiments with varied stimulus set size. Simple and compound Gabor patches, broadband lines and edges, and textures composed of those patterns were used as stimuli. The experiments indicate that phase discrimination is mediated by two mechanisms. The first uses luminance differences and operates pre-attentively, in parallel across the visual field. The second compares relative positions of dark and bright segments within an image, and is strictly limited by capacity of attention.